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The Wheelchair

Sophie:  

I really dislike this image. To me, the wheelchair handles are very prominent, seeming more prominent and noticeable 
than me. It’s not me being egotistical, it’s something I have always been self-conscious of and fought against – the 
idea of people seeing the wheelchair instead of me the person. In addition, you can’t see me, or rather my face, so 
am I faceless, invisible? And yet my wheelchair is still part of me, who I am. 

Chrissie:  
I took this picture the day I accompanied Sophie to London. Sophie was facing the mirror putting her make up on. 
By focussing on the chair I was acknowledging how central it was to Sophie’s life, a liberating piece of equipment, 
providing her with mobility, dignity and freedom. 
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Sadler’s Wells

Sophie: 

I am just paying the taxi driver here. He was a lovely driver, but it can be hit and miss with taxis. Far too often in 
London I am told the cab doesn’t have a ramp, or they have lost the key for the ramp. Sometimes it takes 3 or 4 
attempts before getting a fully ramped-up, ready to go taxi. What is that all about?! It can be very stressful, especially 
when I have a meeting to attend. Over to you, Boris!

Chrissie: 

I can’t help but look at this image and see an insensitive irony. Sophie’s conference on wheelchair access to Historic 
Buildings was being held at ‘Sadlers Wells’ - London’s Dance House.
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Bathroom Equipment

Sophie

person. However, I then noticed the magazine – there is often a magazine lying about here. It says ‘Gadgets that 
changed the world.’ This made me think. Without gadgets and equipment, what would my life be? Whether it’s a 
long-handled comb, or a seat to get in and out of the bath, me and gadgets go together. 
What gadget has changed your life?

Chrissie:

Just there on the side of Sophie’s bath, a ‘Stuff’ magazine with a headline, 39 gadgets that changed the world. As I 

her world, it was her wheelchair. Sophie asked what gadget changed mine, it was my camera.
I wonder what gadget you wouldn’t want to live without.
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At Home

Sophie: 

Chrissie: 

Out of the shadow and into the light!  Sophie waits patiently for others to arrive and facilitate her day.  For me this 
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Just Andrew and Me

Sophie: 

Despite feeling uncomfortable at times about myself, my body, the way I look or move, some people in life have the 

but having Andrew around gave me comfort and reassurance. Always seeing me as me, he makes me feel normal, 
a woman, and even attractive and sexy. When he holds me I feel safe and secure, both physically and emotionally.

Chrissie:

One of the things that stand out in this image is Sophie’s femininity. It is also apparent that she is totally relaxed and 
at ease with her friend Andrew, who appeared completely intuitive about her needs.
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My Lovely Dad

Sophie:

I don’t like this image at all. It highlights my dependency on others’ help. And in this case in particular, my lovely 
dad. He has always just got on with things, so lifting me about has been part of life. But seeing this made me feel 
uncomfortable…  it should be me the daughter helping my parents as they get older not the other way round. 

Chrissie:

Dad, my poor Dad, always there for me.”
I knew what I wanted to capture because I had a reason and a purpose. One of the things this image illustrates is 
how disabled people are often very reliant on the support of their families. However, I was unprepared for Sophie’s 
reaction. Following quite emotional discussions, Sophie agreed the image would form an important part of our 
project. It also reminds me that photographer’s are accountable and have responsibilities beyond the image!
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Combing My Hair

Sophie:

handled comb enables me to do my own hair – a simple but priceless gadget. Hair and make-up are part of the few 
things that I still can do myself, so important on two levels – vanity and independence!

Chrissie:

Sophie needs help with most aspects of her personal care. Therefore this image of a seemingly very ordinary task, 
hair combing, made possible by a simple gadget is particularly important. 
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In the Shower

Sophie:

I knew a challenge of this project for me would be to open up my life to others to the extent of being able to show 
even the more personal side of my life. But I knew I needed to do it if I was going to give a fuller overview of my 

me. And once you get over some of the initial inhibitions of different people supporting you in personal ways like 
showering, you get used to it. Showing my exposed body does not come naturally to me, as I am self-conscious 
about it. But after many years I am getting used to it!

Chrissie:

Sophie for the most part has a male carer. I said to Sophie I can’t think of anything worse than having a male tend to 
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Without My Wheelchair

Sophie:

A very unusual shot for me, as I am not in my wheelchair, quite literally out of my comfort zone. Experimenting with 
me out of my chair and allowing more of me to be seen than would normally be comfortable, I see my physicality and 
slight awkwardness here. 

Chrissie: 

Without the encompassing security of her wheelchair, Sophie is not at ease, her vulnerability exposed and her 
mobility and freedom utterly compromised. 
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At Work

Sophie: 

desk is another great invention of modern times, and invaluable to me in getting a good height to work at. All good 

Chrissie:

Once access issues have been conquered, going to work affords Sophie the opportunity to use her academic abilities. 
Like anyone else employment brings with it a sense of structure, purpose and independence. In addition it affords us 
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My Glamorous Look

Sophie:

This project started with me wanting some nice portfolio and glamorous shots of myself. Like many women I am 
conscious of how I look and sometimes want to see a more ‘sophisticated’ version of myself instead of the ordinary 
everyday look.

Chrissie: 

This is where it all started; therefore it had to be included in this body of work.  Sophie’s request for some more 

and beautiful. Sophie recognises that some time and effort had to be put in, she doesn’t look like this every day, but 
who does!
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The Beauty Parlour

Sophie: 

Going to a beauty salon, as I like to have a manicure or other beauty treatments occasionally. At the reception 

used in talks and disability awareness sessions. How welcoming is this?

Chrissie:

On arrival at the beauty parlour that was part of a local college of Further Education. It was instantly apparent their 
‘Equality and Diversity’ policy was at the very least questionable, it states that reasonable adjustments will be made 
to arrangements and premises to ensure equal access for people with disabilities. Would it be unreasonable to lower 
this desk a little? Or, more importantly, to better equip their young learners in social skills that include acknowledging 
another human being on arrival at the ‘Welcome’ desk.
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The Pedestrian Crossing

Sophie: 

Crossing a London road. I am so glad there are more dropped kerbs and places to cross roads than there used to 

by using pedestrian crossings and the lights

Chrissie:

Sophie on a pedestrian crossing in the centre of London illustrates for me just how vulnerable she can be. The time 

of crossing the road as a wheelchair user. Why can’t there be a simple two fold pedestrian crossing system that alerts 
drivers to the increased needs of someone like Sophie?
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Mirror Image

Sophie:

Like many other women I don’t always like what I see of myself in a mirror. Here, I am deliberately being shown how 
I look in my more revealing state. Andrew is one of the few people who makes me feel totally at ease with myself, 
probably because I have always felt he sees me as me, and as he was trying to show me here, as an attractive, sexy 
woman!

Chrissie:

Unlike many other women I have photographed, Sophie seemed totally comfortable with her body. Women 
particularly have complex feelings about their own body, some positive, most negative. The pain and the reality of 

perceptions of others.
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Commuting

Sophie:

On a train here just like many others, commuting to and from work. Except on this train I am not in a designated 

each time the train stops for people to get past me and get on and off the train. This is what I call the ‘third class’ train. 
I also use two other types. The ‘second class’ does have a designated area for wheelchair users, and an accessible 

the accessible toilet. 

Chrissie:

One would think that everyone travelling by train in 2013 would be able to travel in an allocated space and in safety 
and comfort. Not so. The notices say ‘give up your seat if a disabled person needs it’ - not much help to someone 

endured in the middle of the corridor. Every time someone went to the toilet or got on or off, Sophie had to move as 
she was blocking the passageway. No dozing off for this commuter!!!
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The Power of Wheels

Sophie:

Waiting for the bus. I like the way that this image shows two different people going about their business both using 
wheels! But one is a choice of wheels and the other born out of necessity. 

Chrissie:

The wheels are turning and both move forward with their individual goals. However, there is joy in riding a bike.
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Customer Service

Sophie:

A typical train journey for me. I have to wait for the customer service assistant to bring the ramp. Without this I’m 
not going anywhere as I can’t get on the train without it. It is generally recommended that 24 hours notice is given 
but often I like to be more spontaneous or come and go as it suits me, just like anyone else.

Chrissie

If a person who uses a wheelchair can’t get on a train, what shall we blame, the train or the wheelchair?
Wheelchair access on and off a train is provided by a ramp kept at the station. The ramp clearly needs someone to 
bring it where it is needed. Sophie, as any wheelchair user, is supposed to give 24 hours notice before she travels by 
train, is that discrimination or just a little unfair – is there a difference?
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Late Again

Sophie:

When travelling by train, I am usually one of the last off, having waited for the customer service assistant to bring a 
ramp. Here the train is literally just pulling away as I make my way along the platform. As for not keeping to the ‘safe 
side’ of the lin, so as not to go too near the platform edge, I have to ignore this as there is not enough width for my 
chair the other side of the line!

Chrissie:

The customer service assistant did not arrive as expected, we were just a little anxious. I put my foot in the door to 
stop the train from moving off, another commuter said he would alert the station master to our predicament. The 
assistant eventually did arrive, albeit very late. We alighted and the train instantly took off at great speed. Sophie, 
also eager to get moving, seemed extremely vulnerable as she raced along the platform. She was unable to comply 
with the request to keep inside the yellow lines as there was no room for a wheelchair. 
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In the pub

Sophie:

I do like going down to the local for a drink! It’s not always easy to get to the bar when it’s busy (so what else is new!) 

height issue.  Sometimes bar staff overcome this by coming round to me. What’s good about your local is they tend 
to know what your drink is too!

Chrissie:

attempting to buy the second round. For me, although Sophie is smiley, there is a sense of social isolation about this 
image.  Sophie did eventually get served; once it had been brought to the bar man’s attention that she was there he 
came from behind the bar to take her order. 
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Holly

Sophie:

I love children, their innocence and honesty. This is Holly playing with my chair! Not sure if she’s trying to help me as 
she has seen others do, or whether I’m just fun to play with. Holly seems to know I’m slightly different in some way, 
but just accepts me as I am, climbing over me, cuddling me, pushing me around. I would have loved a child of my 
own, but of all my challenges and achievements, being a mum will forever elude me.

Chrissie:

One of Sophie’s carers (a family member) brings her small daughter Holly to work with her. Holly, aged just 14 
months, was very familiar with Sophie and the wheelchair. Here she is seen playing with Sophie’s chair. Sophie, who is 
completely powerless to stop her, is momentarily unperturbed.  The poignancy in the correlation between the wheels 
of Holly’s and Sophie’s chairs is a clear reminder of Sophie’s never-ending dependency. 
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Homeward Bound

Sophie:

Heading home from the pub – no I’m not on the road because I’ve had a few too many! This is a quiet area and often 
I choose the road over the pavement because it is in better condition! 

Chrissie:

Leaving the pub late in the evening in the cold and dark, I accompanied Sophie home. We started off on the 
pavement but quickly changed to the road as the pavement was bumpy and uneven. Sophie also pointed out  there 
can be obstacles on pavements, such as bin bags, or plants and bushes that grow over, also some curbs are just 
too steep and end with no possible way to get off them. With so many barriers to riding on the pavement, it made 
sense to look for an alternative route, but the road, at night, with no lights wasn’t very safe, but then neither was the 
pavement! What sort of choice is that?
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Help with Dressing

Sophie: 

This image is typical of the help I need every day – getting dressed and undressed, including down to the personal 
items of underwear. When you need this level of help it is important to have people you are comfortable with, who 
understand how you move, or can’t move, and not feel awkward about it. This isn’t always possible and it can take 
time to get to know a new support worker or personal assistant. Sometimes you have to prove what level of help you 

them all the time having to do very personal things if it wasn’t necessary.

Chrissie:

I don’t have a problem with a male doctor, surgeon or nurse, yet personally struggle with the idea of a male carer 

This project has made me take issue with myself on several counts! 
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This Way

Sophie: 
Eventually off the train I head towards the car in the designated disabled parking bays. For once there are plenty of 
spaces, and not being taken by those without the disabled blue badge. 

Chrissie:

With most of the commuters on our train long gone Sophie turns towards the car where her Dad is waiting. It 
seemed to me everything here was about segregation, pointing to disabled people one way, able bodied the other. 
I am interpreting this in a negative manner of course as disabled parking close to amenities has to be positive, yet 
somehow the prominence of the arrow seemed to add to my pessimism.


